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I am considering the Power Knee actively powered prosthesis and wanted to share a few details. More importantly, I see you as part of my 

success of being independent and mobile. It’s a personal journey, and I appreciate you joining me.

POWERING TOGETHER: SHARE WITH YOUR LOVED ONES

It’s More Than One Day

Trying on a prosthesis can take just an hour or two. A different foot, a different knee, or other changes can be involved. The fit and 

alignment are important and can take time to fine tune. Then it will take time to adjust to the change and make sure I meet my goals. 

It helps to know I’m not on my own and that you are cheering me on while offering support and reinforcement.

A Few Details

Power Knee is unique, equipped with a harmonic drive motor and all the functions of microprocessor knees. The benefits include 

symmetry, stability and endurance, and it adds up to walking more naturally. Power Knee batteries last for about 25 hours, then plugs 

in to charge. There is an extra battery included as well. It is weatherproof and the Össur Logic app to let me make changes and set 

up a personal profile for activities like biking. The motor is engaged when I walk, and you can hear the sound that indicates it is at 

work with every step, even if I am going up stairs.

What’s Next?

I would like to continue our conversation as I build my skills and explore ways that Power Knee can add value to my life, all with 

your support. Here are some suggestions we can explore:

 □ Go for a walk or other activity with me 

 □ Check my symmetry

 □ Give me feedback as I practice standing up and sitting down

 □ Take the stairs with me

 □

 □

What Questions Do You Have?

Join the Össur: A #LifeWithoutLimitations
Facebook group


